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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING 11/08/04 
CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order at 3:18 by Chair Bankston. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the October 25, 2004 meeting by 
Senator Chancey; second by Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM PROVOST PODOLEFSKY 
The Provost noted that he was pleased to participate in the 
Graduate Student Recruiting. 
He also stated that a search committee has been formed for the 
Associate Vice-President for Sponsored Programs. 
In response to Senator Chancey's inquiry, the Provost stated 
that Dean's Wallace and Yang are co-chairing the Associate Vice-
President of Sponsored Programs search. 
The Provost commented on the Des Moines Register article that 
examined political party affiliation of faculty, noting that it 
was an intriguing article and very worrisome that they should 
pick one particular category and make assertions about political 
party affiliation. 
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, DAN POWER 
Faculty Chair Power thanked Senators who attended the breakfast 
with the Iowa Board of Regents last Thursday, November 4, noting 
that the Regents seemed to really enjoy the opportunity to meet 
with the Senators. 
He met with Chair Bankston and Iowa's Faculty Senate Chair, 
~ Katherine Tachau, Wednesday evening, with Dr. Tachau noting that 
she would like the leadership from the three Regents 
institutions to collaborate on a presentation for the Board of 
Regents on a topic that would benefit faculty. He asked senators 
for possible ideas. 
Faculty Chair Power noted that he will be meeting both Faculty 
Senate Chairs from Iowa and Iowa State, along with Chair 
Bankston, at the next Regents meeting in Ames. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, RONNIE BANKSTON 
Chair Bankston stated that he also appreciated the opportunity 
to meet with the Regents. 
As Faculty Chair Power pointed out, in December they will be 
meeting with faculty leaders from Iowa and Iowa State at the 
Board of Regents meeting in Ames to continue discussions. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
869 Liberal Arts Core Committee Annual Report for 2003 - 2004 
Academic Year 
Motion to docket in regular order as item 779 by Senator 
Chancey; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
Faculty Development/Resources 
Chair Bankston noted that faculty responses will be forwarded to 
the Campus Advisory Group (CAG), with the Faculty Senate being 
only one of many bodies on campus that is contributing input. 
The Senate initiated the process earlier than other groups and 
focused on the question of enhancing the quality of faculty 
life. Many of the other groups are focusing on a slightly 
different question, what makes UNI a great place to work and 
what would make it a better place. 
The Senate proceeded in alphabetical order, college by college 
with their responses. 
A lengthy discussion followed on to how best package responses 
for the Campus Advisory Group, noting that because the question 
has changed responses will address how to improve the quality of 
faculty life. 
Motion by Senator Chancey that a committee consisting of Faculty 
Chair Power, Chair Bankston and Vice-Chair O'Kane produce a 
draft report for the Senate's. Motion passed. 
Chair Bankston asked Senator Chancey for clarification on his 
motion. Senator Chancey replied that the document that this 
committee is to produce is the document that is to go to the 
Campus Advisory Group. 
A lengthy discussion followed with concerns expressed about 
responding to the latest charge from President Koob, "What makes 
UNI a great place to work? What would make it a better place to 
work?" 
Senator Ogbondah noted that it was about five minutes past five 
and moved to extend the meeting until 5:15P.M.; second by 
Senator Weeg. Motion failed. 
Discussion again followed with Faculty Chair Power noting that 
it is his thought that there will be four separate lists; a list 
of recommended items to pass on to the CAG, a list of items to 
United Faculty, a list of items to pass on to the Provost, and a 
list of items for the Senate to consider in the future. 
ADJOURNMENT 
DRAFT FOR SENATOR'S REVIEW 
MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
11/08/04 
1612 
PRESENT: Ronnie Bankston, Cliff Chancey, Cindy Herndon, Melissa 
Heston, Rob Hitlan, Susan Koch, Otto MacLin, Pierre-Damien 
Mvuyekure, Chris Ogbondah, Steve O'Kane, Phil Patton, Aaron 
Podolefsky, Dan Power, Denise Tallakson, Donna Vinton, Barb 
Weeg, Susan Wurtz 
Absent: Karen Couch Breitbach, Gayle Pohl, Laura Strauss, Mir 
Zaman 
Kenneth Basom was attending for Dhirendra Vajpeyi. 
CALL TO ORDER 
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The meeting was called to order at 3:18 by Chair Bankston. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the October 25, 2004 meeting by 
Senator Chancey; second by Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM PROVOST PODOLEFSKY 
The Provost noted that he was pleased to participate in the 
Graduate Student Recruiting Fair. He was able to talk with 
other provosts and firm up long standing relationships. 
Secondly, the Provost stated that he gave the charge to the 
search committee for the Associate Vice-President for Sponsored 
Programs. The committee has drafted an advertisement. 
In response to Senator Chancey's inquiry, the Provost stated 
that Dean's Wallace and Yang are co-chairing the Associate Vice-
President of Sponsored Programs search. He noted that there is 
a fairly broad constituency of faculty and staff represented. 
Thirdly, the Provost commented on the Des Moines Register 
article that examined political party affiliation of faculty. 
He was in New Orleans at the time and heard about it there. He 
noted that this has usually not been a concern or of interest. 
When asked to react he remarked that he was disappointed that 
they would do such a study. It was an intriguing article and 
very worrisome that they should pick one particular category and 
make assertions about political party affiliation. 
COMMENTS FROM FACUTY CHAIR, DAN POWER 
Faculty Chair Power thanked Senators who attended the breakfast 
with the Iowa Board of Regents last Thursday, November 4. The 
Regents seemed to really enjoy the opportunity to meet with the 
Senators and John Forsyth, Chair of the Regents, had commented 
on how much he sincerely enjoyed the opportunity to meet with 
faculty. The idea of the breakfast was to give the Regents an 
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opportunity to meet with the most valuable resource on campus, 
our faculty. 
Wednesday night he met with Chair Bankston and Iowa's Faculty 
Senate Chair, Katherine Tachau. Dr. Tachau noted that she would 
like the leadership from the three Regents institutions to 
collaborate on a presentation for the Board of Regents. The 
presentation would focus on an issue that would benefit faculty. 
Issues that they had discussed were faculty workload and the 
needs of the university. He is asking for possible suggestions. 
He will be meeting both Faculty Senate Chairs from Iowa and Iowa 
State along with Chair Bankston at the next Regents meeting in 
Ames. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR BANKSTON 
Chair Bankston stated that he also appreciated the opportunity 
to meet with the Regents. 
As Faculty Chair Power pointed out, in December they will be 
meeting with faculty leaders from Iowa and Iowa State at the 
Board of Regents meeting that will be held in Ames to continue 
the current discussion. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
869 Liberal Arts Core Committee Annual Report for 2003 - 2004 
Academic Year 
Motion to docket in regular order as item #779 by Senator 
Chancey; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
Faculty Development/Resources 
Chair Bankston noted that faculty responses will be forwarded to 
the Campus Advisory Group (CAG). The Faculty Senate is one of 
many bodies on campus that is contributing input. As the Senate 
initiated the process earlier than many of the other groups and 
focused on the question of enhancing the quality of faculty 
life. Many of the other groups are focusing on a slightly 
different question, what makes UNI a great place to work and 
what would make it a better place. The senate discussion is 
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primarily tied to what could be done to improve the quality of 
life for faculty. 
Chair Bankston noted that he would like to address faculty 
responses in alphabetical order, college by college. He 
requested senators to forward their findings to him or Faculty 
Chair Power in electronic form, ·as it has to be sent to the 
Campus Advisory Group in that format. 
Faculty Chair Power noted that the CAG will be meeting December 
to go over all the issues. It may be better to have college 
representatives compile their information and send it directly 
to the CAG rather than having one enormously large document from 
the Senate. He also commented that this process has broadened 
and more people involved, and the issues include more than 
enhancing the quality faculty life. He encouraged the senators 
to feel free to add ideas of a broadened nature, as the process 
won't end until December 1st. 
Chair Bankston remarked college reports and senate discussion 
would help senators better understand what the faculty perceive 
as major quality of life issues. 
Senator Weeg questioned the process, if it has been decided to 
not compile any sort of Faculty Senate report about what the 
various colleges as a collective group have come up with. Chair 
Bankston responded that at this point each of the governance 
groups on campus is providing feedback to the question. The 
question that was given to the Faculty Senate was a bit 
different than those groups that addressed this issue later on. 
But hopefully we're all trying to get at what will make life 
better at UNI. The CAG would like the information to come in is 
as unfiltered as possible, and as a result e-mails are being 
received from individuals around campus. 
Faculty Chair Power asked if the recent letter from President 
Koob has been shared with the Senate. Chair Bankston replied 
that it has not. Dr. Power noted that President Koob sent out a 
letter to the members of the CAG to distribute as they saw fit 
and that it should be shared with the Senate. 
Senator Weeg noted senate recommendations were a different form 
of input than the CAG getting comments across the university. 
Faculty Chair Power stated that the issue has been transformed 
into what are we doing well here at UNI, what could we do to 
improve UNI. There are three faculty representatives on the 
CAG, Chair Bankston, Syed Kirmani, and himself. If they have an 
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idea of things that are really important to the senate, they can 
be spokespersons to that but it should be a campus-wide project, 
depersonalizing the ideas as much as possible. There shouldn't 
be a report that goes to the committee from the Faculty Senate 
that will be intact. The hope is that ideas will also come from 
other areas of the campus so it won't be an "us versus them" but 
more of a let's see what all these ideas are and pick out the 
ones that are most likely to improve quality of life on campus. 
Chair Bankston stated that the ultimate goal is to present the 
information in an unfiltered manner. Once the initial white 
paper comes from that body, it will come back down to the 
Faculty Senate as well as other governance groups, for final 
review and approval. 
Senate Weeg asked if there will also be an opportunity for 
individuals to provide input. Dr. Power responded that yes, 
there would be and any individual on campus can add to the list 
according to the recent letter from President Koob, which will 
be sent to Senators. 
Faculty Chair Power reviewed briefly what was in the letter. 
December 1 is the deadline when all the comments are supposed to 
be submitted to either your representative on the CAG or 
directly to the e-mail address listed in the letter. Mid-
December the CAG will meet to go through and process all these 
ideas to produce a white paper which will be made available 
electronically in mid-January to the campus community. There 
will be a campus-wide meeting near the end of January with a set 
of recommendations coming out of that meeting. President Koob 
will then write a preliminary recommendation letter, which will 
come back to the constituencies at some point for. If there are 
items in the recommendations that need approval of the Faculty 
Senate, it will come back to us before it is operational. 
In response to Senator Weeg's request to obtain copies of all 
findings presented today, Dr. Power noted that all data reported 
would be in the Senate meeting minutes. Chair Bankston stated 
that any hard reports can be attached to the minutes so that all 
faculty can see how colleges have responded. 
College of Business 
Senator Wurtz responded that her colleague, Senator Zaman, was 
not present and that they have not heard voluntarily from 
anyone, nor have they had the time to fit in talks with their 
faculty colleagues. 
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College of Education 
Senator Heston circulated a list organized by topic. She noted 
that she and Senator Herndon sent out a call to all faculty by 
e-mail and met in department meetings, with more of the 
responses coming from the HPELS faculty than other members of 
the COE. 
She reviewed the list, noting that a lot of responses centered 
on the Wellness Center. Many of the other responses did not 
really center on one topic and they listed them under the 
heading of "Academics." These were things that dealt with 
faculty workload, tenure/promotions, with some of this 
overlapping with what the union would be asking for. They did 
try to make it clear to their faculty that some things that they 
might include are really union issues rather than senate issues. 
The other issue of emphasis is "collegiality". This is a theme 
she's heard for a long time but is not sure what to do about it. 
Some of the comments are unique and reflect current issues in 
the College of Education because they are discussing 
reorganization. 
She noted that she would be glad to continue to solicit feedback 
and that this compilation has not been shared with her faculty. 
Chair Bankston questioned the meaning of the phrase "providing a 
safe and healthy environment." Senator Heston responded that in 
the Schindler Education Center there are concerns about the 
first floor where there is a significant ongoing mold problem 
due to water in the basement after heavy rains and which is 
intensified by the ventilation system. In response to Chair 
Bankston's question, she presumes that this has been 
communicated to the administration. She noted that there are 
unique things to their building and college, and that safety 
concerns about the playground at Price Lab School were also 
noted. She also noted that in the sixth floor lounge, pieces of 
the suspended ceiling fall when there is a heavy rain due to rot 
and deterioration, and it's probably not healthy to be breathing 
what falls out of the ceiling. 
Chair Bankston suggested documenting health and safety concerns. 
Senator Heston responded that faculty need to know exactly how 
to do that to get something significant accomplished. 
Faculty Chair Power noted that a number of these issues would be 
union issues, which is an issue with this whole process. He 
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also noted that some of the issues, such as the re-establishment 
of the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching, don't need to go 
to the CAG. The Senate can address these types of issues and if 
the body presents a strong case it would be seriously 
considered. 
Chair Bankston asked about item #12, Faculty Input, whether it 
was an issue about the administrators not giving faculty the 
opportunity to provide input or not taking the input seriously 
under consideration. Senator Heston responded that she thought 
it was both. She gave the example of a department head 
appointed without any consultation of faculty. Other times they 
are told there will be a hiring but not asked where they feel 
they need it based on their best judgment. She is certain that 
there are people that feel they are not listened to by their 
administration. She herself has given input that she felt 
should at least be acknowledged and addressed and received a 
"thanks for writing but I really don't want to hear it from 
you." 
Senator Heston did note they are very much in flux in the COE 
and may not have departments next year. They have no clue what 
their future looks like and it's hard to figure what the quality 
of life would mean for them in a very different re-
organizational structure. 
Chair Bankston asked if any of the categories received strong 
support across faculty responses. Senator Heston responded that 
the Wellness Center showed up again and again. There were also 
many concerns about academics, which the Senate addressed at 
their retreat. 
Senator Herndon commented that this was mainly a compilation of 
individual ideas and had they had an opportunity for discussion, 
people may have agreed on other topics. 
In response to Dr. Power's query as to how many people 
responded, Senator Heston stated she heard from about 6 or 7 
people and Senator Herndon stated that she had heard from about 
15 or more. 
College of Humanities and Find Arts 
Senator Mvuyekure met with colleagues in several departments of 
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts. Those responses were 
complied and passed out. Senator Mvuyekure reviewed responses, 
noting that he had about ten responses and they were unfiltered. 
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He also noted that the Wellness Center was mentioned by CHFA 
faculty. 
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In response to the last item on Senator Mvuyekure's list, 
"Better, longer new faculty orientation. Have social events for 
all new faculty within the last three years throughout the year. 
New faculty stay if they feel socially connected." Chair 
Bankston asked what the university does for faculty orientation 
beyond the initial orientation breakfast? 
The Provost replied that there is a new faculty orientation 
advising session and a visit with the president and himself 
during the second year. Associate Provost Koch noted that at 
the college level there are some extensions of orientations but 
it varies from college to college. 
The Provost noted that they had planned on a Campus Additions 
Program this year but it sounds like the willingness to actually 
participate in orientation further into the year is not very 
great. In response to Senator O'Kane's query, Bev Kopper noted 
that it had been cancelled, as there were too many people with 
conflicts. 
Senator Herndon commented there may be differences between 
faculty and those that have been around for several years. There 
may be faculty wanting to get involved but not being appointed 
to or voted onto a committee or such because people don't know 
their name. There may be another way of doing that so newer 
faculty would have connections across campus. 
Senator Ogbondah met with faculty from another department in the 
College of Humanities and fine Arts and presented their 
responses to the Senate. He noted that approximately seven 
faculty attended the meeting. One of the first things that came 
up was that just having this conversation was a morale-boost in 
itself. 
Senator Ogbondah reviewed the list, noting that the Wellness 
Center was also brought up. 
Chair Bankston noted that there were some similarities with the 
other lists that have been reviewed, the Center for the 
Enhancement of Teaching, PDL's, the Wellness Center. 
Chair Bankston met with the faculty in another department of the 
College of Humanities and Fine. He reviewed this list, noting 
that the first two items are tied together, release time for 
teaching large classes and re-examining what constitutes load. 
He also noted that early retirement is a topic that comes up 
again and again in conversations across campus. 
Chair Bankston stated that there will be one additional 
department report from CHFA that will be reported at the next 
meeting. 
College of Natural Sciences 
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Senator O'Kane reported that there were 33 responses and he had 
not compiled the responses in a hard format. The responses 
seemed to fall into three categories, a small category of 
suggestions that virtually everyone one suggested, those that 
that several suggested and, an additional "laundry list" type of 
category with suggestions from just one person. 
Well over half of the respondents said they needed help with 
research, increased help with writing grant proposals, a 
reduction in teaching load while doing research, and seed money 
for research. 
More support staff help was suggested by several people, which 
is related to the previous item, and also includes support staff 
that can fix broken equipment. 
Some kind of policy among faculty for computer replacement was 
suggested by several people, as well as some kind of computer 
replacement schedule. 
Single suggestions included increased stipends for Teaching 
Assistants, elimination of MEMFIS, better incoming students, 
additional faculty, better recognition for folks that are really 
working hard, pulling their weight, doing a lot of research, 
working on committees, and teaching. "More equity/respect 
between administrators, faculty and staff" was another 
suggestion. Also suggested was free tuition at UNI for our 
children, free access to the Wellness Center, reinstating the 
Center for the Enhancement of Teaching, money to bring in "big 
name" seminars/speakers, and free interlibrary loans. 
What is really clear, Senator O'Kane noted, is the focus on the 
research issue. 
Faculty Chair Power noted that this illustrates some of the 
disconnect that will happen with the CAG and where President 
Koob is currently. The Senate needs to figure out if it wants 
to address that or just pass by some of the suggestions that we 
know are going to be ignored. If the Senate wants to have an 
~ impact on this process it needs to forward items that have a 
chance of implementation. 
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Senator Weeg commented that she thought the Merit and P&S 
employees were also doing this. Dr. Power responded that they 
are, also noting that they are receiving individual e-mails from 
people with suggestions, such as more benches around campus so 
people could sit and enjoy our beautiful campus. Individual 
ideas and long lists are coming forward. Some of the items will 
be easy to deal with as they are faculty/union issues and can be 
dismissed. Does the Senate want to prescreen and sort some of 
those things out? 
Senator Weeg noted faculty research support is an important 
issue, and not just a faculty issue. She also noted that we 
started this process as unfiltered comments. Discussion 
followed on what could be included in the resulting white paper 
with Faculty Chair Power noting that part of this is an 
awareness building effort and there are items that we cannot 
include as they are union/contract issues. Senator Chancey 
noted that he has concerns that a public stance that discounts 
faculty concerns, when they have been asked for, is not the best 
tact. Senator Heston remarked that the make-up of the CAG is 
designed to make the faculty one-fifth of the representation. 
What will go forward are things that seem to do the greatest 
good for the greatest number of people, regardless of their 
unit. But, Senator Chancey noted, that is not a reason to 
discount faculty concerns. Senator Weeg added she would support 
the Senate not filtering the input we provide to the CAG. 
Faculty Chair Power added that the Senators need to read the 
recent charge letter from President Koob, because the way we 
started out this process and where it is today are different. 
Senator O'Kane asked who were the other four groups included in 
the CAG. Senator Heston responded that it is students, P&S and 
Merit, union representatives and administration, with fifteen 
representatives on the committee with two ad hoc. 
Senator Herndon stated that even though the charge has changed, 
she would hate to filter things because some of our faculty may 
assume that their ideas have been relayed to the committee 
through the Senate. Faculty Chair Power responded that the 
senate will decide how to present the ideas so they will have an 
impact on the CAG. 
The Provost commented that perhaps we should be thinking of 
"and" rather than "or" because many of these suggestions that 
have come forward don't compete with each other and can be 
forwarded on as good ideas. Some will compete against each 
other if they are budgetary. The CAG may not directly consider 
whether a suggestion is budgetary or not. Academic Affairs 
issues will end up being seen by him. 
Senator Heston remarked that that was the sort of sorting that 
might be useful, what is just internal to Academic Affairs and 
what can stay "in house." What is campus wide, such as the 
Wellness Center, versus what is just internal to the faculty; 
things such as PDA's. 
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Senator MacLin noted that there seem to be two issues, one is 
what we're collecting and the other is what we're passing on. 
He'd like to see the Senate put together and document the 
responses we've collected from the faculty. That way we have an 
understanding of what our constituents have issues with. It is 
true that some of these things that have come forward can be 
worked through the Senate but once we have the list we can 
decide what's the best way to forward information for the 
benefit of our constituents. 
Provost Podolefsky stated that sometimes there are issues that 
you may not want somebody else to weigh in on. If there are 
things that are academic or curricular, do you want everyone 
else weighing in on something important to you to have it 
rejected? 
Chair Bankston commented that the senate can separate input 
three ways; what goes on to the CAG, what are bargaining issues 
that we really have no control over, and what are Academic 
Affairs issues. He noted that the awareness-building factor is 
also part of this process. 
Rod Library 
Copies of Senator Weeg's report were distributed to the Senate. 
She discussed the process used, noting that there were seventeen 
respondents, with 80% responding directly to her with 66 ideas 
generated. These ideas were divided into what was seen as 
"University-Level" and "Library-Level" ideas. That list was re-
issued to the library faculty and they were asked to comment if 
there had been misrepresentation of comments or if seeing the 
whole list stimulated other ideas. Ideas were categorized by 
topic. A forced-choice approach was developed asking them to 
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take the University-Level category ideas and select the top two 
that would contribute to making their lives at the university 
more fulfilling. Those responses were then weighted and graphed 
with the top category, with 50% being insurance benefits 
followed by the ergonomics, service, placement 
assistance/employment support for spouses, and the Wellness 
Center. 
Faculty Senate Chair Power commented that Senator Weeg's report 
might be a good model for the white paper that comes from the 
CAG. He noted Library-Level suggestions probably should not go 
to the CAG, they're too micro. 
Senator Weeg responded that she was just doing what her 
colleagues wanted her to do. 
Senator Chancey noted that he appreciated Faculty Chair Power's 
comments but the Senate was still in the "listening" process and 
his comments should come later. 
Senator Weeg noted that for some, the Library-Level comments 
were as important as any University-Level idea. The library 
faculty has held a meeting already to discuss the Library-Level 
ideas with the Dean. 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Senator MacLin reported that Senator Hitlan sent out an e-mail 
to their colleagues soliciting e-mails and they received 12 
responses. 
He noted the following concerns: funding to cover all graduate 
students, more streamlined bureaucracy, expanded travel, need to 
replace outdated equipment, tuition assistance for families of 
faculty and staff, comments about free access to other types of 
facilities on campus such as the Wellness Center were also 
included, reduced salary discrepancies/gender inequalities, de-
emphasize outcomes, "does MEMFIS make sense", clean area around 
the campus, parking, better alternative teaching evaluations, 
improve offices, faculty club, release time for scholarly 
activities, equity and partnership benefit packages, an 
accepting environment for diversity, discounted tickets to 
campus events, teaching center, release time for coordinators, 
student worker hours, free interlibrary loans, consistent 
research evaluations (for tenure and merit), money to offset 
research materials cost, problem with grade inflation, reduced 
fitness membership, spouse accommodation, streamline curriculum 
changes, money for training, research support, course reduction 
for research, recognition for the hard work faculty do. 
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Chair Bankston noted a decision needed to be made on how to best 
move forward. 
Senator MacLin responded that we should at least put together 
something that has all the responses, which was the original 
intent. Once we have a general idea of what those are, then 
determine what to go forward with as suggested by Senator 
Chancey. Things have changed since the Senate began this 
endeavor, but keeping an in- house laundry list that we can 
direct to more appropriate areas wouldn't be a bad thing. 
Chair Bankston clarified the wishes of the Senate that by the 
next meeting the responses should be sorted and categorized. He 
noted he needs the electronic version of the reports. 
Faculty Chair Power suggested a two-prong approach based on what 
Senator MacLin commented. The senate put together a document 
that is a summary of everything that was presented today. 
Present a copy to the Provost and it becomes a working document 
to channel other activities. At the same time Chair Bankston 
sends out President Koob's broader charge, and based on the 
information gathered, senators forward responses that they feel 
are relevant. This may have more impact than sorting responses 
gathered thus far. 
Senator Chancey brought forward a point of order, that the 
Senate has Docketed the Liberal Arts Core Committee Annual 
Report for 2003-2004 and time was running out. 
Chair Bankston replied that it had been docketed but will be 
addressed at the next Senate meeting, and he had discussed this 
with Dr. Kopper. 
In response to Senator Weeg's question about the timeline, Chair 
Bankston noted that everything has to be in by December 1 st . The 
Senate has another meeting on November 22 to finalize what will 
be sent forward. 
Motion by Senator Chancey that a committee consisting of Faculty 
Chair Power, Chair Bankston and Vice - Chair O'Kane produce a 
draft report for the Senate at the next meeting. Second by 
Senator MacLin. Motion passed. 
Chair Bankston asked Senator Chancey for clarification on his 
motion. Senator Chancey replied that the document that this 
committee is to produce is the document that is to go to the 
Campus Advisory Group. 
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Senator MacLin noted that the senate has done a good job of 
responding to the original question but now the question has 
changed. The question has broadened but it shouldn't be lost. 
With some of these things we just can't say we want them and 
make it happen. That is why we have given this question of what 
to go forward with to Chair Bankston, Vice-Chair O'Kane and 
Faculty Chair Power, because they understand which ones to 
forward and the goal of this isn't to come up with a list of 
things that we want. The goal is to present things that our 
constituents feel are important. 
The Provost agreed with Senator 
that was said at the beginning, 
helps make people feel better. 
least having the dialogue makes 
better understanding. 
MacLin. He also liked 
that simply having the 
If you can't satisfy a 





Senator Weeg stated that in the original conversation at the 
Senate retreat, it was asked "do we need to be concerned about 
cost?" and the senate was directed to not be concerned about 
cost. In our surveys, we didn't ask people to make forced 
choices. Individual responses may change based on the new set 
of criteria. 
Senator Ogbondah noted that it was about five minutes past five 
and moved to extend the meeting until 5:15P.M.; second by 
Senator Weeg. Motion failed. 
Chair Bankston asked for further clarification. He asked if he 
is correct in assuming that the draft the they will be 
constructing needs to be brought to the next meeting and looked 
at as a group. Senator Chancey responded that was the motion. 
In response to Senator MacLin's suggestion that the Senate have 
the opportunity to look at it before the next meeting, Chair 
Bankston said he couldn't guarantee that. 
Faculty Chair Power said it is his thought that there will be 
four separate lists; a list of recommended items to pass on to 
the CAG, a list of items to pass on to the Faculty Union, a list 
of items to pass on to the Provost, and a list of items for the 
Senate to consider in the future. 
Senator Tallakson asked if the Senate was going to answer the 
first question, what make's UNI a great place to work? Chair 
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Bankston noted that at this point faculty had not addressed that 
issue. The letter from the CAG constructed by President Koob 
will be sent to the senators, noted Chair Bankston, and senators 
can distribute that and respond if they wish. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to adjourn by Senator Heston; second by Senator O'Kane. 
Motion passed. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:15 P.M. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dena Snowden 
Faculty Senate Secretary 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
1. Facilities 
a. renovation of MPLS 
b. renovation of COE 
c. sound proofing walls of COE classroom 
d. get elmo and other technologies into all classrooms 
2. Wellness Recreation Center 
a. usage of general facilities free to faculty 
b. usage of general facility free to family members or at 
least at reduced fee 
c. specific classes available to above groups but may 
require fee 
d. include free general usage as part of health plan 
e. increased hours for faculty/family use 
f. greater encouragement of faculty to become involved in 
wellness activities 
g. creation of classes (yoga, stretching, low impact 
aerobics, etc.) that better serve mature faculty (40s 
& 50s, rather than 20s) 
h. lower the age of children for unsupervised use of the 
track (from 14 to 10 or so) 
3. Tuition Assistance 
a. free or reduced rates for spouse and/or children 
b. free courses for faculty-maybe one per semester-to 
continue own education 
4. Services 
a. free delivery from Rod Library-faculty request found, 
copied, and sent through campus mail 
5. Campus Events 
a. discount(s) to UNI events-athletics, GBPAC 
6. Academics 
a. increase passing time between classes MWF to 15 
minutes 
b. hold a series of lecture-discussions on topic of 
"Value/Importance of the Profession of Being a 
Professor" 
c. drop use of student evaluations for tenure-promotion 
decisions; identify master teachers for peer 
evaluations 
d. provide allocation of some PDA's to new, junior 
faculty 
e. when possible reinstate money for travel, computer 
mini-grants, summer technology grants 
f. improve computer technology support-review and where 
appropriate increase minimum expectations of the 
college information technology specialists 
g. re-establishment of the Center for the Enhancement of 
Teaching, or some equivalent system or structure for 
continuous development teaching excellence 
h. Teaching load: develop greater clarity on the 
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definition of "load" and teaching on overload semester 
after semester 
i. Provide department head professional development so 
that they can more effectively help faculty enhance 
their teaching, service, and scholarship 
J. Equitable distribution of travel money across 
departments and colleges 
k. Revision of PDA criteria so that proposals focused on 
teaching and curriculum development can be considered 
7. Parking 
a. increase hours of parking permits so that faculty with 
"A" permits can find convenient parking when teaching 
night classes 
b. protect faculty parking permits during Dome events 
during academic hours-such as high school sport 
playoffs 
8. General Faculty Meeting 
a. hold this meeting prior to starting the semester as 
renewal of the University community rather than 
seeming as an afterthought after the semester has 
begun 
9. Student First Campaign 
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a. emphasis on "students first" has sometimes been 
translated into a disrespectful attitude by students 
in the classroom-students thinking that they and their 
needs are most important 
b. focus on student LEARNING first, by finding ways to 
let students work and borrow less (expand grants and 
scholarships) 
10. Collegiality 
a. recognition of collaborative research not just that 
done by individuals 
b. recognition of contributions of all faculty-not split 
between those east and west of Hudson Road-those who 
do the "academics" and those who "play" respectively 
c. assist new faculty in becoming involved with the 
campus community- reserve slot on some committees so 
that new faculty can get to know others beyond their 
immediate area of expertise 
d. the attitude of some faculty and administrators toward 
faculty in the COE - and the attitude of COE faculty 
toward MPLS Faculty-demonstrates a lack of respect for 
each other areas of expertise. 
e. Organize intercollege reading group 
11. Health Issues 
a. increase concern about providing a safe and health 
environment in which to work 
b. provision of eye care coverage 
c. improved dental plan 
12. Faculty Input 
a. increased administrative concern for faculty input and 
opinions-such as in hiring needs 
13. Hire a "carilloner" 
14. Re-institute the early retirement system 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
*Free access to the Wellness Rec. Center 
*A Real Sabbatical System 
*Tuition waver for faculty and their immediate families 
*Restore travel funds from the graduate college 
*Restore the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching 
*Create some kind of forum for informal discussion of teaching 
strategies 
*Bring back the possibility of team-teaching or developing 
innovative, interdisciplinary courses 
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*More money to bring in speakers for intellectual stimulation 
*Better, longer new faculty orientation. Have social events for 
all new faculty within last three years throughout the year. 
New faculty stay if they feel socially connected 
*More funding for travel, conferences, workshops, PDL 
*More things the university can do for or allow newly employed 
staff to do as they settle down in the area. 
*Family discount at the WRC. 
*Panther pass to the games and tickets to the Blue Dorn 
Gallagher Performing Arts Center 
*At least a reduction or discount of tuition fees - remission -
for family members to attend UNI 
*PDL that can allow faculty to do things other than research 
*A discussion of how to adjust equity 
*A university-wide discussion on the Liberal Arts Core. 
*Increased number of faculty lines 
*"Teaching staff" members benefit from things like PDL that 
faculty benefit from. 
*Cost of parking 
*Bring in more competitive, diverse students 
*An option that allows each department to offer out-of-state 
scholarships to students 
*release time for teaching large classes such as 120 
*re-examine what constitutes load 
*re-institute paid medical insurance and TIAA-CREF payments when 
entering phased retirement 
*build parking ramp 
*parking exclusively for faculty 
*be given an administrative password to install certain software 
programs 
*increase technology staff in Colleges 
*offer sabbaticals rather than PDA 
*offer pre-tenure PDA or sabbatical in year 5 
*pay for independent studies and readings courses 
*place more emphasis on and allocate more money for merit 
*be an advocate for interdisciplinary programs 
*fund creative interdisciplinary course teaching 
*fund team taught interdisciplinary course 
*offer financial support for professional memberships 
*offer free tuition for faculty and faculty children 
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*help with domestic partner and spousal hires 














University-Level Fulfillment Ideas 

















Provide laptops to faculty wishing to 
use them to work at horne 
Improved discount program and payment 
plan options for employees to purchase 
computers for personal use 
Faculty club - dining, fitness, spa 
facility for faculty only (see also 
#44) 
Increase the number of healthy dining 
options on campus 
Make a "quiet" dining space available 
where one can eat in relative quiet 
Provide a full-service, quiet dining 
area where employees can make 
reservations and take guests or 
employment candidates for reasonably-
priced meals 
Reduce the amount of waste generated by 
university food services (reduce use of 
Styrofoam and plastic food containers, 
Etc.) 
Campus-wide promotion of recycling 
University adoption of environmentally 
friendly practices 
Better communication about recycling 
program (such as details about what can 






























status of our recycling efforts) 
Provide individually-tailored ergonomic 
workstations for employees 
Employees can purchase reduced price 
tickets to athletic and cultural events 
the day of the event (similar to 
student rush program) 
Maintain/improve medical insurance 
coverage including: mental health 
coverage parity, major/catastrophic 
coverage (e.g hospitalization), 
preventive measures (e.g dieticians, 
orthotics, full birth control 
reimbursement, arch supports), etc. 
Improve dental insurance coverage (e.g. 
add coverage of orthodontia for 
employees, coverage of treatment for 
TMJ syndrome) 
provide optical insurance coverage 
Add Long-Term Care insurance as an 
employee benefit 
No parking fees for university 
employees 
Increase number of parking spaces 
available (consider ramp) 
Incentives to promote carpooling such 
as those who carpool have closest 
parking spaces reserved for them 
Incentives for employees who bicycle or 
walk to work 
University-run bus service (or 
partnership with MET transit) to 
provide transportation to off-campus 
sites like downtown CF 






























service opportunities, as well as 
research opportunities 
Provide PDAs on a rotating schedule 
within departments 
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Create an alternate PDA- like system for 
not-yet-tenured faclty 
Examine/modify procedures used to 
assess whether one was productive on 
PDA 
Increase the percentage that the 
university will match/contribute to 
employee TIAA-CREF accounts 
Reinstate the early retirement program 
for faculty (all employees) 
One three-day weekend off per month 
(add three-day weekends to months 
without holidays such as October, 
February, etc. ) 
Week-long break in October 
Some release time for service in 
metropolitan area schools (e.g., guest 
teaching, sexual abuse prevention 
education, or tutoring, etc. 
Placement assistance/employment support 
for accompanying spouses 
Afford library faculty the opportunity 
to teach for-credit university courses 
for just compensation (e.g., money or 
work replacement) 
Support faculty in creating and 
maintaining websites; maintain an 
Online repository of course syllabi 
Support faculty use of technology by 


























Full or partial tuition remission for 
employees and their dependents 
Acknowledge UNI service anniversaries 
for all faculty, merit, confidential, 
and P & S employees (for example with 
gold-tone UNI lapel pin given at first 
year & amethysts added each 5-year 
anniversary) 
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Employees may use WRC facilities or any 
chosen alternative to it free of charge 
Employees may attend WRC fitness 
classes and/or receive ongoing personal 
trainer services free of charge 
More/extended lap swim as well as more 
open swim hours at WRC facilities 
Free locker and towel services at WRC 
facilities 
Aerobics classes with no boot camp or 
kick boxing 
Free or low cost massage services 
Age-tailored classes at WRC, options 
for those older than 22 (cognizant of 
physical needs/limits of those older 
than 22) 
Faculty club - dining, fitness, spa 
facility for faculty only (see also #3) 
Library-Level Fulfillment Ideas 






Restructure and simplify the library 
faculty annual activity report 
















Communication Work to eliminate perceptions of 







Allow employees to eat lunch (or food) 
in their offices, with certain 
exemptions for persons who sit only at 
a public service desk 
Assess and modify shared workstations 
to improve ergonomics 
Enable faculty to work from home when 
commitments permit 
Enable faculty to control their work 
schedule; let them work when the are 
feeling creative and take comp time in 
return. 
Flex Evaluate faculty on whether and how 
scheduling well their work is accomplished rather 
than when and where it is completed 
Goal-setting/ Simplify the goal-setting/reporting 
reporting process 
Keys Provide library faculty with key to one 
library entrance and/or institute 
electronic key code to enable access 






Provide faculty with keys to 
instruction rooms/faculty lounge (or 
re-key our office keys to enable access 
with our office key) 
Better distribution of information 
about what can be recycled 
Greater efforts to recycle and reduce 
waste in general 
Increased security in service areas -
video cameras? 






















security/safety issues in library and 
provide better communication of major 
incidents to all employees 
Reduce faculty time commitments; 
increase "free" time 
Provide more time-off for library 
administrators; free u their schedules 
to enable them to use their vacation 
days 
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Reduce services in the summer when 
demand isn't as great (e.g. not 
scheduling a librarian at the reference 
desk until closing) 
Assess impact of expanded summer 
session; make summers more rejuvenating 
for library faculty 
Provide faculty with the option of 
taking the entire summer (or another 
semester) off in exchange for pro rata 
reduced pay 
Make innovative software programs more 
widely available to library faculty and 
provide them with appropriate training-
provide them with tools to learn and 
improve. 
Travel support Annually provide each non-
administrative library faculty member 
with money (e.g. $500) that he/she 
personally manages and uses for 
professional travel 
